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Author's response to reviews:

Formatting changes to be made:
-------------------------------
Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they
are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First
name Initial Last name' (e.g. Joe F Bloggs). Currently they do not match in order.

Response: the author order has been amended to match that in the submission

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up
publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes
above)

Affiliations: Please remember to include the city in the affiliation details.

Response: cities have been added

Title page: Please remove the word counts from the title page.

response: word counts deleted

Authors' contributions: please ensure this is formatted into a paragraph rather
than a list or in bullet points.

Response: now a paragraph
Reference 4: Please remove the weblink from this reference.

Response: deleted

References: please provide the full citation details for references 8 and 9. You can view the BMC reference guide at the following link
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcgenet/ifora/#references

Response: we have corrected 8 and 9 but are unable to provide the editor etc at the end of reference 9. We looked up the following link to try and obtain these:
http://cdc.confex.com/cdc/std2008/techprogram/MEETING.HTM

References: please provide the full citation details for references 10 and 15 (In Press). You can view the BMC reference guide at the following link
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcgenet/ifora/#references

Response: these have been corrected

Regards

Marcus Chen